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As quakes in West Texas increase, some oil-wastewater
disposal has changed, but preparedness questions remain

In 2017, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration said "Texas is
ranked first in the U.S. in the variety and

frequency of natural disasters. Flooding,
wildfires, tornadoes, hurricanes . . . .

Sometimes, even utilization of the state’s
natural reserves of oil, gas, and water can
lead to subsidence and earthquakes." It's

that last part, earthquakes, that has been
increasing in number, and raising

concerns: "In 2022, the state recorded
more than 220 earthquakes of 3.0

magnitude or higher, up from 26 recorded
in 2017, when the Bureau of Economic
Geology at the University of Texas

began close monitoring," reports David
Goodman of The New York Times.

In oil-rich West Texas, two earthquakes were felt in late 2022, one in Pecos and the second in

December near Odessa and Midland, all in the Permian Basin. Goodman writes: "The [November]
tremor registered as a 5.4-magnitude earthquake, among the largest ever recorded in the state.

Then, a month later, another of similar magnitude struck not far away. . . . . The earthquakes, arriving
in close succession, were the latest in what has been several years of surging seismic activity in
Texas. . . . In 2022, the state recorded more than 220 earthquakes of 3.0 magnitude or higher, up

from 26 recorded in 2017, when the Bureau of Economic Geology at the University of Texas
began close monitoring."

The cause of the earthquakes is known. Goodman reports: "Dr. Peter Hennings, the principal

investigator for the Center for Integrated Seismicity Research at the University of Texas, said
that earthquakes can be induced through human activity: the injection of a large amount of water in a
short period of time adds fluid pressure under the earth, which essentially decreases the 'clamping'

between rocks along natural faults and allows them to slip, creating an earthquake. . . . seismologists
have established a relationship between smaller earthquakes and larger ones, Dr. Hennings said:

The more small earthquakes you have, the greater the likelihood of a bigger one." 

Many Texas earthquakes "have been concentrated in the highly productive oil fields of the Permian
Basin, particularly those in Reeves County, north and west of the city of Pecos," Goodman writes.

"Where oil and gas production has increasingly meant hydraulic fracturing, a process of extraction
that produces, as a byproduct, a huge amount of wastewater. Some of that wastewater is reused in

fracking operations, but most of it is injected back under the ground."

And what about the quakes? Rod Ponton, a former Pecos city attorney, told Goodman, “In West
Texas, you love the smell of the oil and gas patch because it’s the smell of money. If you have to
have the ground shaking every two or three months to make sure you have a good paycheck coming

in every month, you’re not going to think twice about it.” But the area has made some changes.
Goodman writes: "To address earthquakes outside of Odessa and Midland, state regulators
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suspended permits for deep
disposal wells. . . . For local

officials the earthquakes
have presented new and

unforeseen concerns about
the structural integrity of
buildings and buried pipes,

as well as basic questions,
such as, what are you

supposed to do in an
earthquake?"

Odessa Mayor Javier Joven
told Goodman, "The big popular discussion out here is: Did you feel it? Did you feel it? And everyone

goes on Facebook: I felt it. I felt it.” Joven also noted that the city has yet to alter building safety
codes to prepare for earthquakes.
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